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Abstract This study presents audio based vehicle-verifica-
tion as a new area of research. The task involves verify-
ing the claim that an acoustic sample belongs to a vehi-
cle. Audio based vehicle verification has the potential to im-
pact research in the areas of vehicle forensics and in-vehicle
speech systems. For this task, a new corpus (UTD-CAR-
NOISE) that consists of noise from 20 vehicles under 8 dis-
tinct noise environments (∼8 hours of data). Our approach
towards vehicle verification hypothesizes that some specific
environments are more suited for vehicle verification. To-
wards this goal, four diverse in-vehicle noise conditions are
identified on the basis of their frequency of occurrence. Ad-
ditionally, four different verification systems are proposed
based on their complexity and modeling strategies. Our eval-
uation shows that A/C on with windows closed condition
is the most conducive for vehicle verification (98 %). The
proposed systems were evaluated on approximately 100,000
trials, achieving performances in the range of (75–98 %) for
different vehicle environments.
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1 Introduction
Vehicle environments have emerged as a prime location for
conducting voice based commerce in dialog systems, in-
formation exchange, and other business or entertainment
exchanges. Drivers are spending more time commuting to
work, and the need/desire to multi-task has resulted in in-
creased voice-interactive engagement within the vehicle.
One of the main challenges faced by speech and audio sys-
tems today is maintaining performance under varying acous-
tic environmental conditions. The diversity and rich struc-
ture of audio acoustic environments create the need for ap-
plication specific robust speech solutions. Interactive speech
solutions are a key area in robust speech system studies
since they provide convenience and safety in mobile applica-
tions. These benefits of interactive speech systems have led
to widespread deployment of mobile speech technology in
vehicle environments. It has been estimated that 60 % of all
cell phone calls initiated in the USA in 2005 were in vehicle
environments. Efficient use of speech technology in the ve-
hicle requires that technology be robust across acoustic con-
ditions observed in vehicle environments. This is a challeng-
ing task because diversity in transportation platforms and
operating conditions lead to significant acoustical variations
for in-vehicle environments. The variation in transportation
platforms are primarily due to different makes and models
of vehicles. Furthermore, the operating environment such as
road characteristics and weather contribute to overall varia-
tions. Road characteristics are a significant source of noise
in the vehicle, and the surface properties of the road can
change the in-vehicle noise (e.g., asphalt vs. concrete, and
smooth vs. cracks or potholes). Also, vehicle noise charac-
teristics depend on weather conditions such as rain, snow,
wind, etc. Depending on the severity, these conditions can
sometimes mask other noise events/types in the vehicle.
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There have been several efforts in the past to study and
model the vehicle acoustic and driver environment. An ex-
ample of an international study is Takeda et al. (2011)
where driver behavior is modeled empirically along with
various other in-vehicle parameters. Studies specializing in
in-vehicle noise include Ban et al. (2002) where model for
vehicle noise is proposed that is a function of engine and
road friction noises. This model was used to synthesize ve-
hicle noise where engine noise was modeled using a long
term spectral average and the friction noise was modeled
as white noise with varying power. There have also been
studies on perception of vehicle noise for various applica-
tions. Camacho et al. (2008) analyzed vehicle noise psycho-
acoustics for roughness of perception, where it was found
that the peak amplitude range of vehicle noise is linearly
related to perceived roughness. Reducing noise in cars by
modifying the interior acoustic properties, with specific fo-
cus on increased passenger comfort as well as to enable and
improve the use of modern communication devices within
the vehicle, is an active research topic in car interior design.
Psycho-acoustical analysis of car noise on passengers has
been studied by Ishimitsu et al. (2012). An overview of de-
signing quiet car environments from an acoustics point of
view is presented by Trainham (2005). However, it has also
been found that a drastic reduction in ambient car noise com-
promises safety as shown by Horswill and Plooy (2008). By
means of simulating video based driving scenes, Horswill
showed that reducing the volume of car noise increases the
reaction time to in-vehicle events. From this study, it is evi-
dent that the vehicle interior noise has cues which aid driv-
ing, and is important for overall safety. This suggests that a
completely noise free vehicle environment is undesirable as
some noise is important for safety. More recent interest in
vehicle noise has also occurred due to the increased number
of hybrid vehicles on the road. As a result, multimedia and
speech systems in the vehicle can expect to be impacted by
noise, which necessitates designing speech and audio sys-
tems that are robust to noise.
To enable a systematic analysis of the sources, character-
istics, and the variability of noise in the vehicle environment,
the acoustic environment inside a vehicle is divided into a
finite set of classes of observable events. A typical example
of events within the vehicle acoustic environment can be de-
scribed as an acoustic tree structure as shown in Fig. 1. The
position of a specific noise in the tree structure is determined
on the basis of the information content available from the
noise. For example, the most generic information that can be
extracted from noise is if the source of noise is the vehicle it-
self, which forms the most abstract information about noise.
The next two levels of the tree structure provide information
of noise events such as the windows being open/closed, and
the air-conditioner being switched ON or OFF. The infor-
mation about the noise type is progressively more specific at
lower levels of the tree hierarchy and the most specific in-
formation is available at the leaves of the acoustic tree struc-
ture. As seen from the noise tree structure, it is evident that
noise in vehicle environments (nˆce) is a function of event-
specific but vehicle-independent (ne) and vehicle-dependent
event-specific noise component (nce), represented as,
nˆce = f (ne, nce). (1)
Examples of event-specific-noise (ne) include road friction
noise, and wind noise. Additionally, vehicle specific noise
(nce) include examples such as air-conditioner system and
the car-horn where a large component of such noise varies
between vehicles. There have been studies focused on de-
tecting environment-events (ne) independent of the car type,
where this kind of event detection is also known as environ-
ment awareness in research. Previous research has shown
that platform independent environment awareness (nˆce) has
been performed with a high degree of accuracy.
In this study, environmental information is employed in
the vehicle to perform vehicle platform identification. This
study compares various environments within the vehicle,
and ranks these environments based on their accuracy in
vehicle-identification. This new information can be easily
exploited in vehicle identification systems, where the dif-
ferent environments are first identified, and subsequently
the most conducive environments are used for identifica-
tion. Previous approaches towards speech system robust-
ness in car environments [Sect. 2] have tended to be limited
as they consider event-variability within a vehicle, but ig-
nore event variability across vehicles. However, for mobile
speech applications, it is necessary to accommodate all vari-
ations across vehicle environments. It was noted by Hansen
(2002) that the acoustic properties of vehicles vary with the
make and driving conditions. This represents the motiva-
tion for a study on the variation in vehicle environments
across different vehicles, since different vehicles have dif-
ferent acoustic properties under different driving conditions
(Hansen 2002). In this study, for the first time, the variability
of environmental noise across vehicles as well as vehicle-
events is studied and modeled. This newly acquired knowl-
edge is then used to determine a vehicle from an acoustic
sample of its noise (vehicle verification systems). To the
best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt for vehicle
verification using acoustic samples. In the proposed vehi-
cle verification system, acoustic samples from vehicles are
used to train statistical models and determine specifics of
the unknown vehicle based on the presented test data. Our
verification setup is evaluated on 20 vehicles (vehicles and
SUVs) with over 10,000 distinct test trials. For each vehi-
cle, an analysis of in-vehicle acoustic events is performed
and separability across vehicles/sessions is analyzed using
the KL (Kullback-Leibler) distance. The separability anal-
ysis reveals good separation and motivates the use of var-
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Fig. 1 A knowledge based car
noise tree structure. The leaves
have most specific information
ious statistical algorithms for verification, namely, correla-
tion, Mahanalobis, Likelihood, and KL based metrics. Based
on the resulting accurate vehicle verification results, the pro-
posed vehicle-verification system can be used to customize
generic speech applications. Examples of such approaches
include performing condition dependent model evaluations
as proposed by Xu et al. (2006, 2007). Specific to the vehi-
cle environment, knowledge of vehicle-events was leveraged
in noisy ASR where vehicle event specific acoustic-models
were dynamically chosen for decoding noisy speech (Envi-
ronmental Sniffing by Akbacak and Hansen 2007). Using a
similar paradigm in a speaker verification task, the knowl-
edge of vehicle-make was used in correctly identifying the
speaker by exploiting the constraint that for short periods
of time a speaker (driver/passenger) is localized within their
environment (vehicle) (Leonard and Hansen 2008). These
examples outline a general strategy of exploiting vehicle-
specific information for robust speech systems such as ASR,
speaker recognition, speech enhancement, speech coding
among others. The proposed work realizes this strategy by
providing a viable means to obtain vehicle-specific informa-
tion. The knowledge of the vehicle type/model and its envi-
ronment can also serve as an extremely useful tool for acous-
tic platform forensics. An example of such a study includes
Li et al. (2012) where noise properties of a car are used to
identify car mechanical anomalies. Other applications in-
cluding Kitzen et al. (1988), Taghia et al. (2011), Krish-
namurthy and Hansen (1990) and Degan and Prati (1988),
use noise specific information to improve audio playback
and speech communications in environments including in
car communications.
The study of variability in vehicle environments for ve-
hicle verification or identification task is presented in the
Sect. 2 of this paper. Here, given the acoustic sample and
condition, the sample is scored against all different vehicle
models with the highest scoring vehicle model is chosen.
Section 3 describes the processes for corpus collection to
facilitate experiments and the four different acoustic condi-
tions for the given task. Several verification schemes have
been proposed for the tasks along with a study of their ad-
vantages and shortcomings under varied conditions.
2 Previous research
2.1 Speech systems with vehicles
A number of research studies have considered various as-
pects of in-vehicle acoustic environments to improve per-
formance of speech systems in vehicle noise. One approach
is to exploit the unique properties of the car environment
to enhance speech. Examples of such studies are provided
in Lecomte et al. (1989), where the car noise is modeled as
AR filters, and the estimated noise AR parameters is used
for AR parameter estimation in noisy speech. These AR
parameters were then used to provide car specific speech
enhancement for noisy speech recognition. In another ap-
proach, Mokbel and Chollet (1995) proposed a feature en-
hancement/adaptation strategy where the characteristics of
the Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs) in car
environment were utilized to derive a non-linear Spectral
Subtraction (SS) scheme. For perception centric systems,
Arslan et al. (1995) suggested adaptive noise suppression
algorithms for mobile applications and tested them on sim-
ulated car noise. Meyer and Simmer (1997) used the inco-
herence of car noise to perform a split spectrum enhance-
ment of speech with a Wiener filter for higher frequencies
and spectral subtraction for lower frequencies. Other ap-
proaches for robust speech systems in cars include multi-
microphone solution proposed by Grenier (1992) and Mar-
tin and Vary (1992), where adaptive beam-forming is used to
isolate speech from ambient noise. This approach was fur-
ther improved by Zhang and Hansen (2003) by constraining
the array processing separately in speech and noise activ-
ities during beam-forming. Additional applications of mi-
crophone array processing include combined solutions for
echo cancellation and noise suppression as suggested by
Kellermann (1997). These approaches either propose a car-
independent solution to noise, or propose car event specific
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front-ends for better separation of noise and speech. Alter-
natively, the development of robust speech systems in the
car has also been addressed by model based approaches
such as noise aware speech systems. Akbacak and Hansen
(2007) proposed Environmental Sniffing to automatically
detect and characterize the acoustic environment and speech
as a means of developing smart combined environment and
speech solutions for robust interactive systems. Their ap-
proach uses different detectors to characterize noise, as well
as a novel noise language model to incorporate statistically
the long-term evolution of the acoustic environments. They
applied this framework for automatic speech recognition
(ASR) in a manner that utilizes a separate model for each
noise event in the car environment, thus emulating matched
test-training conditions. Kim and Hansen (2007) have pro-
posed a joint speech-noise model that utilizes noise transi-
tion information based on a noise language model for noisy
speech/model compensation.
It should be noted that model based approaches re-
quire specialized speech corpora for different car environ-
ments. Several speech corpora have been collected for in-
vehicle environments in the past. The speech corpora from
Kawaguchi et al. (2000) focuses on spontaneous conversa-
tional Japanese where the speech data is collected under car
idling and driving conditions. Another corpus, CU-MOVE
(Hansen et al. 2000) focused on speech data collection un-
der diverse acoustic conditions in the car environment, with
noisy speech collected in 6 different vehicles. The core por-
tion of this speech corpus includes over 500 speakers from
six US cities, with five speech style scenarios including
interactive route navigation dialogs. The next section de-
scribes data collection for the proposed vehicle based analy-
sis/modeling solutions, as well as for the subsequent exper-
imental evaluation.
2.2 Event detection
The focus of the current research is on environmental event
detection including event classification and improved mod-
els for acoustic noise. Environmental noise information
can be used to leverage speech systems. Examples include
Kates (1995), where environment information is used to im-
prove hearing aid performance, as well as Ma et al. (2003)
who performed acoustic background noise classification for
generic context aware applications. In the car environment
specifically, El-Maleh et al. (1999) proposed frame level
noise classification for mobile acoustic environment, and
Akbacak and Hansen (2007) formulated a comprehensive
framework which was applied to the car scenario entitled
“environment sniffing”, for supervised and unsupervised
speech systems.
3 Corpus development
For the purposes of vehicle verification, a corpus of various
vehicle sounds is required across different models of vehi-
cles. A new vehicle noise corpus was established which con-
sists of a range of conditions as described below to create the
UTD-CAR-NOISE corpus and employed for analysis in this
study (Krishnamurthy et al. 2012). This corpus is the first of
its kind, and offers unique in-vehicle research opportunities.
The corpus consists of data from 20 vehicles under the fol-
lowing conditions,
– NAWC: No Air-Conditioning with Windows Closed
– ACWC: Air-Conditioner engaged with Windows closed
– NAWO: No Air-Conditioning with Windows Open
– HNK: Windows closed with Car Horn
– TRN: Turn signal engaged
– IDL: Engine idling
– REV: Engine revving
– LDR/RDR: Left/Right door opening and closing
The specific driving route was fixed for all recordings to
minimize the number of independent variables such as ex-
ternal noise and road noise. The average speed of the vehicle
during recordings was 40 miles/hr, and data was collected on
a route of duration 4 miles consisting of concrete roads. The
route was selected to consist of a combination of 6-lane city
roads with higher traffic density, and 2-lane concrete com-
munity roads with lower traffic density. The vehicle noise
data recording was timed so as to minimize external traf-
fic noise due to peak hours. The data was recorded using
a Shure MX 391S far-field microphone fixed on the driver
side sun-visor. Figure 2 shows the configuration of the data
collection equipment in the vehicle. All acoustic recorded
data was partitioned into the 8 classes previously noted. The
conditions with windows closed, and windows open with the
A/C disengaged constituted the bulk of the recordings since
these represent a majority of the most frequently observed
environmental conditions in vehicles.
4 Analysis
As discussed in Sect. 1, the vehicle noise environment is
a function of noise sources active in the vehicle, as well
as the acoustic environment of the vehicle itself. In other
words, the resultant vehicle noise is a function of vehicle-
independent noise types (ne), including ambient road noise
and street noise, and vehicle dependent noise (nce), exam-
ples of such noise types include air conditioning and car
noise. In this study, a simple additive model for (nˆce) is as-
sumed as shown in Fig. 3. Depending on the relative domi-
nance of the constituent noises, the overall resultant noise
observed can be classified into one of the three primary
types.
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Fig. 2 The far-field
microphone (B) is at the driver
sun visor and the close-talking
microphone (A) was head-worn
Fig. 3 Model of the acoustic
environment in the vehicle
– Vehicle Internal Dominant: If vehicle dependent sounds
such as air conditioning, horn, and engine sounds domi-
nate, then the resulting noise (ne) is unique to the specific
vehicle producing the sound (i.e., if ne  nce then nˆce =
nce). For purposes of vehicle verification, this forms the
most conducive scenario.
– Vehicle Environment Dominant: If the observed sound
is the sound of the vehicle interacting with its environ-
ment, such as the sound of wheels on the road or wind
noise, then the resulting vehicle noise is less vehicle spe-
cific/dominant (i.e. nce < ne). This scenario is less favor-
able for vehicle verification than the previous case.
– Environment Dominant: Finally, noise sources external to
the vehicle such as a horn from a nearby vehicle or en-
gine sounds from a passing truck are considered outside
the scope of this study. This is because these sounds are
the least vehicle specific (if nce  ne then nˆce = ne), and
would cause increased confusability in acoustic vehicle
platform identification. This condition is suggested for fu-
ture studies.
In practice, it is very difficult to obtain these noise types in
isolation, since all noise sources cannot be controlled simul-
taneously in naturalistic driving. However, in the process of
vehicle noise data collection, careful selection of the record-
ing conditions was exercised in order to minimize external
noise. In practice, majority of times one of the noise types
can be assumed to be dominant.
Here, three noise conditions in the same vehicle are an-
alyzed for their spectral content and their variability. These
conditions consist of: NAWC, ACWC and NAWO as shown
in Fig. 4. These environments were chosen because of their
high probability of occurrence. Furthermore, these noise
scenarios represent unique environments because the domi-
nant sounds in each case are different (e.g., in ACWC, AC
is dominant).
The spectral content of the vehicle acoustic environments
under ACWC, NAWC, and NAWO conditions are shown in
Fig. 4. As seen in Fig. 4(b), when the A/C is on and win-
dows closed, the car noise is least time varying. The main
noise sources in this environment are A/C, car engine, and
road noise but the A/C is the most dominant source of noise.
As seen from the corresponding spectral slope estimates, the
ACWC scenario has the most high frequency content com-
pared to the other two noise types. Also, this condition is
the most conducive for vehicle verification since the AC and
the fan/air blower are the most dominant noise sources. In
the other two cases, wind noise and road noise are the main
noise sources. When A/C is turned off, as seen in Fig. 4(a),
vehicle noise is a mixture of road and engine noises. The
only vehicle dependent noise type when the A/C is off and
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Fig. 4 Vehicle Acoustic Environments: (1) Road and engine noise is predominantly low frequency, (2) Road, Engine and Air-conditioning shows
structure in higher frequencies, (3) Wind noise wipes out all structure and only the aggregate remains
windows closed is the vehicle engine noise which is masked
by the road noise. Finally, the last plot shows NAWO con-
ditions where, the main noise sources are wind noise, road
noise, and engine noise. NAWO has the least vehicle depen-
dent information as compared to the other two environments
since wind noise is external to the vehicle and masks all ve-
hicle dependent information. The NAWO noise is dependent
on the size of the window and its lowering, since the win-
dow sizes of most of the sedans are similar, and the noise
was the most affected by external influences such as envi-
ronmental conditions, differences in window in noise in our
corpus did not correlate to the car types and was the least
separable.
As seen from these experiments, vehicle dependent noise
types are the best indicators of vehicle types and the vehicle
dependent A/C noise, which can be viewed as a potential ex-
citation source for the interior vehicle compartment, enables
the noise to carry more car dependent information. To study
the uniqueness and the variability in different acoustic con-
ditions across cars, the acoustic data was modeled using N
dimensional Gaussians (Features are described in Sect. 5)
with the Kullback-Leibler distance employed to analyze the
in-class and across-vehicle differences. This is illustrated in
Fig. 5, where solid areas represent the acoustic space for a
single vehicle in a particular environment, and the smaller
shaded areas represent models of the session to session vari-
ability in the same acoustic event. Here, each session is mod-
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To estimate the separability across different vehicles, the in-
class, and across-class KL distances are measured. The dis-
tance that is used here is the symmetric KL distance. The
KL distance is a measure of separability of the pdfs. Let
Ci(μi, σi) and Cj (μj , σj ) be two Gaussians representing
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To ensure the metric is symmetric the following operation is
performed:
d(i, j) = d(Ci,Cj ) + d(Cj ,Ci). (4)
If the vehicle sound events are separable within this frame-
work, the average in-class distances will be much lower than
the out-of-class distances. These distances are evaluated for
three vehicles and box plots of these distances are presented
in Fig. 6. As seen for each of these vehicle conditions, the
in-class (IS) distances are clearly separable from the out-of-
class (OS) distances, indicating that these spectral based fea-
tures are very useful for vehicle verification. Two additional
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Fig. 5 Illustration of in-class
vs. out-of-class distances for
each noise event in a car. Each
dotted region denotes a car and
it encloses solid regions that
denote session instances
Fig. 6 KL distance statistics for
in-class and out-of-class car
noise for ACWC. Since, in-class
and out-of-class distances are
very separable, good verification
is expected
Fig. 7 (1) Vehicle engine noise
concentrated in low frequency
and is stationary, higher
frequencies are noise. (Note: the
frequency range is 0–1000 Hz.)
(2) The vehicle horn consists of
harmonics and the engine low
frequency components (note: the
frequency range in 0–4000 Hz)
noise types of interest are vehicle idle noise and horn noise
type. Figure 7 shows the idling environment, which consists
of primarily low frequency vehicle engine sound. This is in-
teresting because it is the most basic of vehicle sounds and
represents a base component of all other noise environments
in the vehicle. This sound consists of the harmonics of the
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engine revving and is a function of engine size and proper-
ties of the engine. The other noise observed here is the horn
of the vehicle. This consists of the engine idling sound in the
lower frequencies along with harmonics of the horn sound.
This noise type is intriguing because, the source is located
outside the cabin whereas, the data is collected in the cabin.
The dotted lines in Fig. 7 show the first standard deviation in
the vehicle sound spectra. It is observed that the mechanical
origin (engine and horn) have highly deterministic structure.
However, these sounds are masked in most of the noise con-
ditions making their analysis difficult.
In the next section, four separate verification strategies
are proposed using the analysis methods studied here. This
is followed by an evaluation for different acoustic environ-
ments.
5 Modeling and classifier design
Here, vehicle verification problem is proposed as a binary
hypothesis problem where,
H0 : true claim, (5)
H1 : false claim. (6)
The claim is that a given set of acoustic samples X =
X1,X2,X3, . . . ,Xn belongs to a particular vehicle C. With
this, the sample X ∈ H0 occurs when the claim is true, and
X ∈ H1 when the claim is false. This involves measuring the
distance of X from the model for vehicle C. The test statis-
tic (f (X;μ,σ)) from the acoustic samples is compared to a
threshold, and is used to determine the claim,
f (X;μ,σ)≶H1H0τ, (7)
where μ and σ are the model mean and variances. Four dif-
ferent types of classifiers of varying complexity are studied
here.
– Normalized Euclidean Distance (EUC): Fig. 8 illustrates
the essential components of this classifier with training
and evaluation stages. In the training phase, features for
the vehicle are modeled by a Gaussians using the mean
(μ = E{X}) and variance (σ = E{X2} − E{X}2). During
the verification stage, the distance of each feature is eval-
uated from the model,
di





2} ≶H0H1 τ. (9)
The distance di obtained using Eq. (8) is averaged to
obtain a score for the session E{di2} using Eq. (9). This
distance is compared with a threshold τ for vehicle ver-
ification. The smaller the distance, the closer the match
between test and target vehicle.
– Correlation Based Verification (CORR): As shown in
Fig. 9, the correlation based detector employs a train-
ing phase where the acoustic features are averaged to ob-
tain the train and test features. The correlation coefficient
measure between the two is evaluated as,1
ρ = E{XtrXev}|E{Xtr}||E{Xev}| (10)
and
ρ ≶H1H0 τ. (11)
The higher the value of the correlation co-efficient, the
higher the similarity between the train and evaluation fea-
tures.
– Likelihood Based Detection (LIK): The Likelihood Based
Detection is shown in Fig. 10. In this case, a vehicle
specific as well as a Universal Vehicle Model is trained
a priori. The car specific model is obtained from the
training data and modeled using a Gaussian N(μtr ,Σtr ).
The Universal vehicle model is a Gaussian N(μun,Σun)
where the training data from all vehicles is pooled to-
gether. Each acoustic feature is scored against both mod-
els where the average Log-likelihood ratio computed as,
h(Xi) = 12 (Xi − μtr)
T Σ−1tr (Xi − μtr)
− 1
2














Here, the higher likelihood implies that the hypothesis is
true.
– Kullback-Leibler Distance (KLD): In this method (illus-
trated in Fig. 11) both training and evaluation data are
modeled using Gaussians N(μtr ,Σtr ) and N(μev,Σev)
respectively. The distance between the train (tr) and the













1Note “tr” represents training data, and should not be confused with
the “trace” of a matrix, and “ev” stands for evaluation data.
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Fig. 8 EUC: Normalized
Euclidean distance based
vehicle verification
Fig. 9 CORR: Correlation
based vehicle verification
system
Fig. 10 LIK: Likelihood Ratio
based verification system where
car model likelihoods (CG) are
normalized by universal model
likelihoods (UG)
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Fig. 11 KLD: Kullback Leibler
(KL) based vehicle verification
system






Here, both the evaluation and training data variances are
used when evaluating the distances.
Having considered the four modeling/classification meth-
ods, features are considered. The acoustic features that have
been used are spectral based features and the process of fea-
ture extraction is explained in Fig. 12. Here, the temporal
based analysis assumes a 50 % frame overlap, where each





where, si is the ith speech frame. This feature extraction
is commonly used in speech processing to separate the low
quefrency vocal tract structure along with the high que-
frency excitation. The excitation in the speech signal in
voiced speech is modeled by an impulse train. This impulse
train is filtered by the vocal tract resonant structure. These
coefficients provide a means to model this interaction. Sim-
ilar to the speech case our simplistic model uses car noise as
excitation that is mixture of harmonics and noise which is
filtered by the car interior channel. Here, the low quefrency
cepstrum is assumed to contain the vehicle acoustic struc-
ture and high quefrency components are expected to con-
tain the noise components. The first cepstral component is
considered, since it is a function of the spectral power and
choose the first 9 cepstral coefficients as features for vehi-
cle verification. To evaluate the performance of the vehicle-
verification system, a detection error tradeoff (DET) curve
is plotted for each verification task. DET plots are obtained
as the probability of false-accept (Pfalse) vs. the probability
of miss-detection (Pmiss ) as the threshold (τ ) is varied.
Pmiss = probability of detecting H1 when H0 is true (17)
Pfalse = probability of detecting H0 when H1 is true (18)
The calculation of the error probabilities is described in
Fig. 13 where the pdfs of the true scores and false claims
are illustrated as dotted and solid lines respectively. Perfor-
mance of the verification system varies with the choice of
the threshold t . For example, for a threshold such as t0 in
Fig. 13, all true claims will be correct since the threshold
is lower than the least true claim. This implies that Pmiss
is 0 and Pfalse is 1. However, for the threshold like t2 in
Fig. 13, all false claim scores are below the threshold imply-
ing Pmiss is 1 and Pfalse is 0. In general, there would exist
an equal error threshold t1 where the areas under the pdfs
to the left and right of the decision surface are equal (e.g.,
Pmiss = Pfalse which is referred to as the equal error rate
(EER)). DET curves allow for an overall system compari-
son without the requirement of knowing a specific required
false accept or miss rate, and the EER allows for a meaning-
ful single number for comparison.
6 Results
Vehicle verification is performed for a set of 20 vehicles
across 4 different environmental conditions. Each vehicle
has approximately 15 minutes of data sampled at 8 kHz.
This data is windowed using 20 ms frames with no overlap.
For the generation of DET plots, a total of 6,080 True and
104,000 False test cases were used. As seen from Fig. 14,
the acoustic scenario consisting of the air-conditioning on
with windows closed (ACWC) has the maximum amount of
vehicle separability, and the air-conditioning off with win-
dows open (NAWO) conditions has the least amount of ve-
hicle separability. The performance of the horn (HNK) and
the NAWC conditions are very close but these conditions
are not as discriminating for vehicle verification as ACWC.
In NAWC, the CORR and KLD systems have similar per-
formance; whereas the LIK and EUC systems had compara-
ble performance. In HNK, the four systems have the most
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Fig. 12 Feature extraction for
the vehicle verification system
Fig. 13 Likelihood Ratio based
verification system where car
model likelihood scores are
normalized by universal model
likelihoods
variation in performance. While the KLD system has the
best performance, and the LIK system has the poorest per-
formance. The performance pattern in NAWO is similar to
NAWC where KLD and COR systems have higher perfor-
mance than EUC and LIK. Finally, ACWC has the best EER
(2.5 %), with all proposed statistical systems performing
equally well. The four DET curves illustrate that the partic-
ular noise condition in the vehicle (i.e., ACWC vs. NAWC,
HNK, NAWO) is more significant than the choice of the
classifier (e.g., compare EERs).
The above observations suggest low session variability
for ACWC as argued in Sect. 3. This is expected in scenar-
ios where the specific noise ne component dominates in nˆce .
Alternatively, it is noted that the conditions where the inter-
nal vehicle noises dominate, the vehicle verification perfor-
mance is very good. Furthermore, among the proposed mod-
els, the KL based verification system performs consistently
across all scenarios. This indicates that the random process
is very ergodic, (i.e., statistical parameter estimation is very
reliable). On the other hand, the Likelihood based verifica-
tion and the Euclidean distance based systems are inconsis-
tent across all conditions. This is seen from Fig. 14 where
only in ACWC, is the performance of LIK and EUC compa-
rable to the other two systems. This indicates that it is better
to either exclude variances in the verification process or in-
clude it in test as well as train. This intuition is substantiated
since the CORR as well as KLD based schemes perform
consistently well in all conditions.
The relatively lower performance of HNK condition is
particularly interesting. Good performance is expected be-
cause even though the horn itself is vehicle structure depen-
dent, the acoustic source is located outside the vehicle. This
implies that the acoustic filtering through the vehicle has a
significant impact on the spectral structure of HNK, result-
ing in lower performance. To summarize, these experimental
results demonstrate the necessity of identifying differential
treatment towards various vehicle events. In other words, ve-
hicle verification is closely tied to the acoustic event under
consideration. Furthermore, the effective performance of the
proposed systems for vehicle verification implies that rel-
atively inexpensive and computationally efficient solutions
are possible. Finally, the use of more sophisticated tech-
niques may be beneficial, but not always necessary for vehi-
cle/environment identification.
6.1 Dependence on training and test data
In this section, the dependence of the verification algorithms
and environmental scenarios on the amount training and test
data is evaluated. Here, the variation in EERs (equal error
rates) with a change in the number of train and test frames
is observed. Lower EERs imply better system performance.
The EER experiment was performed in two stages; Initially,
the entire training data set was used and test data was varied
from 2 frames to 50 frames. In the second stage, all test data
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Fig. 14 Vehicle verification
DET curves showing the
performance of the four
verification systems. Clockwise
from the top DET curves for
A/C on windows closed
(ACWC), A/C off Windows
Closed (NAWC), Horn (HNK),
and A/C off windows open
(NAWO)
Fig. 15 The dependence of the
test (dotted lines) and training
(solid lines) data quantity for the
EER for four conditions and
four verification systems. In
general, the systems require
about 50 frames for stable
performance. Each frame is
20 ms in width. ACWC: AC on
windows closed. NAWC: AC off
windows closed. HNK: Horn.
NAWO: No AC windows open
was used and training data was varied from 2 frames to 50
frames. Figure 15 shows results for both stages of the exper-
iment for the dependence of EER on the amount of training
and test data. The dotted lines are EERs when the test data
was varied and the train data was kept constant; and the solid
lines are the EERs when train data was varied and all test
data was used for evaluation. To ensure that different data
points are used in different trials, the frames were random-
ized before use. Ideally, when all the test and training data
is used, the dotted and solid lines should converge. As seen
from the plots, the dotted lines are lower than the solid lines
for the same verification system in most cases. This implies
that the systems are more robust to variations in the amount
of test data than train data. Moreover, larger improvements
are obtained when the amount of train data is gradually in-
creased. Additionally, the KLD and the COR based systems
have a lower mismatch for test vs. training data variation
than the EUC and the LIK detection schemes. This suggests
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that the EUC and the LIK schemes have a higher sensitivity
for data variability, but that the other two schemes overcome
this by using data statistics. This implies that the use of data
statistics is more robust than the use of the raw data itself.
In the ACWC and HNK cases, the gains in performance is
almost monotonic and performance stabilizes with about 15-
20 frames of data. It can be seen that in NAWC and NAWO
conditions there is no definite structure in the performance
curves for 20 frames. This indicates that for a reduced num-
ber of frames, an increment in data quantity does not stabi-
lize data statistics due to the non-stationarity of the data.
These observations imply the following: (i) The process
of randomizing frame selection in the above experiment
demonstrates that non contiguous data can be used to per-
form vehicle verification equally well, (ii) we require only
0.4 s (20 frames) of data to obtain stable vehicle verification
in each of the environments.
7 Impact on future in-vehicle systems
It is clearly out of scope of this paper to demonstrate quanti-
tatively the impact of knowledge obtained from such plat-
form identification technology in speech systems. In this
section, commonly used processing configuration which
leverage such information in a variety of in vehicle sys-
tems is presented (Fig. 16). In general, the input noise/noisy-
speech signal would be processed using methods described
in this study to obtain platform information as well as event
ID. This information is used primarily in two ways (a) for
selection of optimal operating conditions for the speech pro-
cessing algorithm (e.g., VAD, Enhancement), and (b) for se-
lection of previously trained code-books or acoustic models
appropriate for those noise environmental scenarios. Here,
we describe previous research for speech systems where
such information is used by considering different speech
systems in no particular order.
VAD (Voice Activity Detection): Sangwan et al. (2008)
used environment dependent optimal parameters for high
performance voice activity detection systems.
Enhancement: In vehicle environments, either vehicle
noise specific enhancement solutions can be provided as
described by Lecomte et al. (1989) (vehicle dependent AR
noise parameters are stored in a codebook) or vehicle noise
model based speech enhancement can be employed as de-
scribed by Sameti et al. (1998). In model based enhance-
ment solutions, it is possible to either adapt the HMM mod-
els to the observed noise or to use the most accurate noise
model for the observed signal. Examples of model based
enhancements include Srinivasan et al. (2007) where code
books of AR parameters for noise and speech are used to
enhance noisy speech.
ASR: An overview of early methods for car noise compen-
sation in ASR is provided in Ruehl et al. (1991). For speech
recognition, either matched models (models with compara-
ble noise and noise type to input) can be used for decod-
ing the observed noisy speech, or approaches to speech en-
hancement such as that proposed by Alexandre and Lock-
wood (1993) where root cepstral analysis is performed
to obtain improvements in isolated word recognition, or
Hansen and Clements (1991) which employ noise depen-
dent Auto-LSP enhancement for large vocabulary speech
recognition front-ends. Lockwood and Boudy (1992) use
noise parameter based HMM adaptation as examples for
improving speech recognition in noise.
Speaker ID: This is an interesting application which can
leverage platform information. Where platform ID is
used to leverage Speaker ID performance as shown by
Leonard and Hansen (2008). Also, the study by Hansen
and Varadarajan (2009) showed that different noise types
and levels have a distinct signature of Lombard effect on
speech, and they employed this to improve speaker ID per-
formance in Lombard effect scenarios.
Generic Solutions: In the absence of exact platform depen-
dent model/parameters such information can be used to se-
lect the best alternate parameters/models for the given task.
Such an approach can be seen in the study by Xu et al.
(2006).
It is an important observation that different speech systems
need not utilize all the platform/environment information
available. Based on the complexity of the approach and the
resolution of the noise space required, different speech ap-
plications would generally employ different levels of infor-
mation. As an example application, a coarse estimate of the
platform type might be required for a VAD as opposed to
speaker ID systems, where an accurate noise ID is required
to leverage the speaker ID performance. As seen from the
above list, multimodality and distributed speech systems ne-
cessitate solutions that are robust across environments such
applications will have an immediate benefit from such ad-
ditional platform information. Apart form maintaining ro-
bustness, this information can also be used to develop in-
telligent speech solutions by distributing the compute re-
sources available based on the SNR and the type of noise.
Krishnamurthy and Hansen (2006) used such an approach to
utilize/redistribute compute/memory resources for enhance-
ment. Another such approach is by Akbacak and Hansen
(2007) where platform ID is used to reduce the compu-
tational requirements of the ROVER based ASR in cars.
The above mentioned studies describe the usage of plat-
form ID information for robust and intelligent speech so-
lutions. Many such approaches are possible and the above
mentioned list is not exhaustive.
Apart from complementing speech systems, accurate per-
formance in vehicle verification offers many exciting oppor-
tunities for research. The technology developed here can be
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Fig. 16 Vehicle information is
extracted from noise and noise
dependent strategies are used for
optimal speech system
performance
used in the field of audio forensics. This technology can be
adapted for low cost fault identification and monitoring in
vehicles. Additionally, these technologies form the ground
work for psycho-acoustical analysis of the relative comfort
of vehicle nose types and events. Finally, the proposed tech-
niques can be used to assist in-vehicle communication sys-
tems and the design of effective Human vehicle voice in-
terfaces. As an enhancement of this study, CRSS-UTD con-
tinues to collect data across additional acoustic conditions
to develop a diverse vehicle corpus for effective in-vehicle
systems. By sharing such corpora, advances in areas noted
in this section will occur at an increased pace.
8 Conclusions
In this study, an audio based vehicle verification system was
proposed. It was shown that it is possible to uniquely iden-
tify a previously enrolled vehicle from its sample acoustic
noise. The performance of the proposed acoustic vehicle
verification system in four different environments was illus-
trated. It was shown that the vehicle-dependent noise types
such as the engine and air-conditioner noise are the most
discriminative, and therefore most useful for vehicle verifi-
cation. It was also shown that the A/C on windows closed
noise condition is the most conducive environment for ve-
hicle verification. Four different verifications systems were
proposed for the given task. It was observed that a correla-
tion based metric performs best (98 % accuracy). Further-
more, the correlation based scheme is the most reliable, and
for real time systems that require frame by frame processing
Euclidean and likelihood based systems are the most effec-
tive solutions. The extremely accurate performance of sim-
ple yet robust vehicle verification systems show promise in
many future speech/human-machine applications. The pro-
posed technologies can impact many fields including foren-
sics, in-vehicle psychoacoustics, automatic monitoring of
the vehicle, and in-vehicle human machine systems.
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